To whom it may concern:
I would like to recommend Ohsik Park as a candidate for a position with your organization.
As a Graphic, Web, and Multimedia Designer, Ohsik completed many important projects for Spark Hire including, but
not limited to:
• Animated and produced dozens of high quality video commercials for Spark Hire
• Designed print material for HR conventions with thousands in attendance and traditional mailing campaigns
• Constructed mock ups for the Spark Hire web interface
• Developed custom landing pages
• Created graphics and icons for the Spark Hire web interface and mobile applications
On top of these projects, I have worked with Ohsik at several other companies at a startup incubator in the suburbs
of Chicago. Ohsik’s skill set is unique and extremely hard to find. We have hired other employees in the design
industry and none have compared to what Ohsik can bring to a company. Without a doubt; Ohsik is one of the most
valuable employees we’ve had at Spark Hire and the other ventures at the incubator. Ohsik performs quickly, meets
all deadlines, and pays strong attention to detail resulting in beautiful work.
Not only is Ohsik very talented, but he is also has a great personality which would be an excellent fit for any company
culture. He is friendly, honest, and loyal. Everyone gets along with Ohsik. As you can probably tell, I have the upmost
respect for him as an employee and a person.
I would be more than happy to answer any of your questions and provide you with some samples of Ohsik’s work at
Spark Hire. Again, Ohsik Park would be a tremendous asset to any employer and I recommend him for any endeavor
he chooses to pursue.
Sincerely,
Josh Tolan
Founder and CEO
Spark Hire, Inc.
www.SparkHire.com
E-Mail - jtolan@sparkhire.com
Phone - (847)562-5665
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